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Defect annealing recovery has been studied, by measuring positron life-
time spectra, in high-purity α-iron irradiated at 300 K with 3 MeV elec-
trons to a fluency of 7 x 10 19 cm-2 . Vacancy clusters containing 6-10 single
vacancies were observed immediately after irradiation during which they
were possibly forming (the so-called "irradiation annealing"). With increas-
ing temperature, the agglomerates continually grow in size at the expense of
their concentration, giving rise to the formation of microvoids (> 15 vacan-
cies). Also present were other types of defects, probably immobile vacancies
trapped by impurity (e.g. carbon) atoms and dislocation/loops generated
presumably from collapse of voids during the relatively high dose irradiation
and/or the annealing. The immobile vacancies eventually became movable
at around 350 K, supplying the growing clusters and thus leading to a sta-
bilization in their concentration till around 500 K. Between 500 and 700 K,
microvoids gradually evaporated, but the dislocation-associated defects were
able to survive annealing at temperatures as high as 700 K. The void size
and concentration and their evolution have been evaluated on the basis of
both the to date theoretical and experimental studies. The temperature de-
pendence was also, observed of positron trapping into vacancy agglomerates
of various sizes.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, more and more research work by various experimental tech-
niques, such as the small angle neutron scattering (SANS), field ion microscopy
(FIM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), positron annihilation (PA), and
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), etc., has been carried out on
stainless steels (or model alloys) used as shielding or vessel materials in nuclear
reactors. Under the practical operational conditions of power reactors, the steel
materials usually suffer neutron irradiation at rather high temperatures (k-, 300oC).
However, most of the published results up till now concerning irradiation damages
in iron and alloys as well as some steels have been obtained by irradiation at low
temperatures. To simulate the real irradiation conditions, it is thus important to
investigate metals/alloys irradiated at ambient temperatures or temperatures sim-
ilar to those in power reactors. We have started to perform a series of investigation
using PA methods on pure iron and various model Fe alloys containing different
alloyed metal elements, such as Cu, Mn, and Cr, etc., or different amounts of
various alloyed metals, electron irradiated at such high temperatures.

The e+ lifetime technique has proved to be a powerful tool to observe
vacancy-type defects and particularly agglomeration of vacancies (in the case of
Fe and alloys, see Refs. [1-6]). All the previous irradiations have been carried out
at low temperatures (e.g. 20 K) and the major purpose of them has been to detect
and understand vacancy formation, migration and clustering processes undergoing
at relatively low temperatures (e.g. below room temperature). It is well known that
in hyper pure α-iron, vacancy migration begins at around 200 K [1, 4-6] while ag-
glomeration occurs simultaneously, and the vacancy clusters or microvoids anneal
out above 500 K. It is therefore interesting to see the defect stucture in α-iron
just after electron irradiation at 300 K (27°C) and its evolution during subsequent
isochronal annealing treatments.

High-purity α-Fe e-irradiated at 20 K was carefully studied about ten years
ago [1, 4]. During the 80's, the attention has been shifted onto the effects of
various metal elements on the annealing behaviors of dilute iron alloys [5, 6]. In
this paper, we not only report the first experiment on the defect recovery of ultra
pure α-Fe e-irradiated at 300 K followed by positron lifetime measurements,
but also manage to furnish as much as possible quantitative information from
the experimental point of view on the basis of the up to date theoretical studies
released in the past few years, in the hope of trying to combine relevant results
of the experimental and theoretical efforts in the positron annihilation studies on
vacancy-type defects in metals and thereby to go deeper into the understanding
of the behavior and process of defect formation, migration and clustering, etc.

2. ExperimentaI
The α-Fe used in the present study is the ultra pure iron produced by Centre

d'Etudes Nucleaires de Grenoble (CENG) [7, 8]. The samples with dimensions of
5 x 7 x 1 mm3 were annealed for 12 h at 1100 K under hydrogen atmosphere, slowly
cooled to room temperature, thinned by electrolytic polishing and then irradiated
at 300 K (270C) by 3 MeV electrons to a fluency of 7 x 10 19 cm-2 using a Van de
Graaff accelerator.
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The isochronal annealing was carried out in situ in the e+ lifetime setup over
the temperature range 300-500 K, whereas above 500 K it was done in a separate
stove. The positron lifetime spectra were recorded using a conventional fast-slow
coincidence system with γ detectors consisting of plastic scintilators and with a
time resolution (FWHM) of about 235 ps. The positron source was about 20 μCi
22NaCl sandwiched by two identical cold-rolled 1μm thick Ni foils. Measurements
were made at both 77 K and Tann , at each step (ΔT = 25 K, t = 5 h and 30 min
for Tann < 500 and > 500 K, respectively) of the annealing treatment.

After source and background corrections, all the spectra were resolved into
two lifetime components. Two major source components were subtracted, arising
from annihilation of positrons: (1) in source-supporting foils (e.g. Ni, Al, kapton,
and mylar, etc.) and (2) at surfaces plus in the 22NaCl source material. The fraction
of the former can be evaluated using the following formula [9]:

in which pi is the percentage content, and Zi and Ai are the atomic number and
weight of the i-th component. The lifetime of this source component is character-
istic of the foil material. In the present case, τfo il was taken to be 155 ps, corre-
sponding to cold-worked Ni, while for the sample Fe, 1μm Ni foil gives /foil = 6%.
The surface/salt component is usually obtained from the spectra of well-annealed
samples, with an intensity 5% and a lifetime 400-500 ps (depending on the
sample).

3. Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the lifetime spectra taken at several critical annealing temper-

atures; the selected adjacent spectra can be easily distinguished from one another.
The evolution of the positron lifetime parameters during the isochronal anneal-
ing is shown in Fig. 2. To check the internal consistency in a one-trap analysis,
we calculated τi's, assuming the well-known 7-1, (Fe) = 110 ps; the results are also
shown in Fig. 2 (the lines in the block of τ1). The deviation of the experimental
τ1 ,s from their calculated counterparts indicates the twostate trapping model in-
appropriate to the current problem and more than one sort of defects copresent
in the specimen during the annealing processes. Therefore, following Vehanen et
al. [4], we have also analyzed the data in terms of the twotrap model.

It is noticed that just after irradiation at 300 K (71„) the measured life-
time spectum is already separable to two exponentials, different from those after
low-temperature (20 K) electron irradiations [1, 4-6] where the positron lifetime
spectra are one-exponential at 77 K (the usual first measurement after irradiation
at 20 K), with a mean lifetime about 175 ps characteristic of single vacancies in
α-iron, i.e. τv (Fe), since all positrons are trapped by monovacancies produced in
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electron irradiation. But here at 300 K, a dstinct long-lifetime component hav-
ing the intensity I2 ≈20% is readily observable; its lifetime τ2 is already 320 ps,
clearly indicating the presence of small vacancy clusters, since the lifetime value
is much higher than τ2 (Fe). The three-dimensional vacancy clusters have formed
during the irradiation (the socalled "irradiation annealing") because the monova-
cancies can migrate freely at Tirr, that is far beyond around 200 K, the temperature
where monovacancy migration and clustering in high-purity α-Fe begin to occur
[1, 4-6, 11]. The value of τ2 at 300 K corresponds very well to the previous results
obtained at Tann = 300 K during the annealing of α-iron specimens (of the same
quality as used here) e-irradiated at 20 K [5, 6]. According to Puska and Niem-
inen [12], the vacancy cluster sizes are about 6-10 single vacancies at 300 K, and
the evolution of the average number of vacancies in the voids during the whole
annealing process has been estimated, as given in Fig. 3.

Two recovery stages can be easily seen from Fig. 2, divided by Tann =
500 K, if we first consider the 77 K measurements. Comparing the spectra of
the as-irradiated and annealed at 500 K shown in Fig. 1, one could note that the
slope of the long tail of the spectra decreases and the spectra has been a little
shifted to the left after annealing at 500 K, indicating the increase of τ2 and de-
crease of I2 . The interpretation comes naturally in the light of a number of previous
investigations [1, 4-6]. During the first stage, with the increase of Tann positrons
see that the vacancy agglomerates continuously grow in size (Fig. 3), accompanied
by a gradual decrease in their concentration as indicated by the decrease of I2.
Above 500 K, microvoids containing > 15 single vacancies form and then evapo-
rate rapidly with increasing temperature, evidenced from the sharper drop in /2
and τm shown in Fig. 2, and interestingly as could be noted from Fig. 1 that the
major legible changes in the spectrum shape occur over the temperature range of
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500-700 K. These vacancy agglomerates anneal out finally around 700 K.
Here, it should be mentioned that during the second recovery stage, the

annealing time was only 30 min, compared to 5 h for Tann in the range of 300-500 K
where it was prolonged due to measurements at both 77 K and Tann So the drop
in τm and I2 should have been sharper over 500-700 K if the annealing time had
been longer; a simple estimation yields a 50 K shift to low temperatures of this
recovery stage if the annealing time becomes 5 h (shown as the dotted line in
Fig. 2).
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When we consider the behavior of τ1 , we notice that the measured values
of τ1 are clearly above the dashed line that, as mentioned above, shows the value
of τ1 when vacancy clusters are assumed to be the only positron trap present in
the lattice. Thus the vacancy clusters alone cannot explain the results, a frac-
tion of other vacancy-like defects survive in the lattice (see below the calculated
cluster and vacancy concentrations). This might be assigned to vacancy capture
by immobile impurities resulting in a complex still capable of trapping positrons.
Another possibility might be formation of dislocation loops, whose effect is rela-
tively stronger in the present specimen, compared to previous studies [1, 4-6], as
τm or τ1 never reaches τb(Fe) = 110 ps even after the final annealing at 700 K,
that is to say, the sample is not fully recovered. This is probably due to the much
higher irradiation dose and temperature. Since annealing was already going on
during the irradiation, giving rise to formation of vacancy agglomerates, the local
vacancy concentration, as irradiation continues, became so high that the clusters
collapsed either to voids or dislocation loops. Dislocations, as shown by Vehanen et
al. [4], may stand annealing temperature as high as 800 K in plastically deformed
high-purity iron. Hence, this gives a reasonable explanation to the non-complete
recovery of our specimen up to the 700 K annealing.

It is interesting to note that the positron lifetime parameters (in particular,
I2) measured at the annealing temperatures (open symbols in Fig. 2) are markedly
different from those taken at 77 K (full symbols). This has been well accounted
for as the positron trapping dependence into vacancy agglomerates on the tem-
perature by Nieminen et al. [13]. That is to say, the specific trapping rate vcl
increases with the temperature linearly and the trapping is transition-limited at
low temperatures, whereas at temperatures higher than about 200 K, the trap-
ping tends to be diffusion-limited and the increase in vcl is slowed down, showing
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a saturation-like behavior. This temperature dependence of vcl manifests itself via
a remarkable variation in /2 but with τ2 unaffected [13], in agreement with our
experiments.

From the experimental data given in Fig. 2, we have evaluated the positron
trapping rates Kv and Kcl into vacancy-type defects and vacancy agglomerates,
respectively, at both 77 K (full symbols) and Tann (open symbols), as shown in
Fig. 4. The evolution of Kcl is similar to that of 1 2 . With increasing annealing

temperature, even if the size of the voids gradually grows, giving rise to higher
and higher specific trapping rate vcl, the concentration of them, c cl, decreases more
rapidly, thereby leading to an overall decrease of K cl, according to kcl = vclccl. On
the other hand, the trapping rate of vacancy-type defects K v gradually decreases,
but does not approach 0 up to the highest annealing temperature, reflecting that
the positron lifetime has not yet reached Tb(Fe) at 700 K.
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The temperature dependence of positron trapping into vacancy clusters is
clearly seen here, since kcl = vclca with ccl the same at 77 K as at Tann . As is
well known, there is essentially no temperature dependence of positron trapping
into monovacancies in metals (see, e.g. Ref. [14]). However, Kv ,s obtained at Tann
(open circles in Fig. 4) deviates slightly from their 77 K values (full circles). This
indicates that, as speculated above, there are dislocation-type defects present in
the specimen because kv is lower at higher temperatures than at 77 K (see, e.g.
Ref. [15]). It is these dislocation-type defects that have not yet been completely
removed by the annealing till 700 K. We have also estimated the defect concen-

tration cv and ccl via the relations K v = vr cr and kcl = vclccl using the 77 K data.
For the vacancy-type defects, we have used νv = 1.1 x 10 15 sec-1 for iron [4], so the
variation of cv follows exactly that of Kv . For the vacancy agglomerates, the spe-
cific trapping rate vcl is dependent on both the void size and sample temperature.
Nieminen and Laakkonen [16] have calculated theoretically vcl in aluminum as a
function of the number of single vacancies n v in the void. As an approximation,
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it is reasonable to assume the same nv dependence of vcl in Fe and, by simply
re-scaling the curve for Al using the multiplying factor νv (Fe)/vv (Al), we could
obtain vcl( nv) for iron. On the other hand, the positron lifetimes in the vacancy
clusters containing n v monovacancies have been theoretically calculated by Puska
and Nieminen [12]. Hence, on the basis of the results of the two theoretical inves-
tigations, we estimated vcl's at 77 K for each Tann from the measured τ2 values,
and successively reckoned c cl shown in Fig. 5. From this figure, we note that more
than half of the vacancy agglomerates disappear in the Tann range of 300-400 K,
while cv stays at around 7 ppm. Above around 350 K, some immobile vacancies
perhaps bound to impurity atoms start to move and strongly annihilate into the
vacancy clusters, leading to a rapid drop in cv and a stabilization in ccl in the Tann

range 400-500 K. Above 500 K, microvoids collapse into dislocation loops, giving
rise to the drop in c cl but non-vanishing c v .

From Kcl at Tann (open circles in Fig. 4) and ccl (Fig. 5), we have evaluated
vcl at each Tann , shown in Fig. 6 together with vcl(77 K) mentioned above. In spite
of the only two respective data points, these temperature dependencies of v cl of
the vacancy clusters with the various average sizes are in general agreement with
expectation and previous investigations (see, e.g. Refs. [13] and [15]).

4. Conclusions
We have studied the defect annealing recovery in high-purity α-iron irradi-

ated at 300 K with 3 MeV electrons to a fluency of 7 x 10 19 cm-2 , using positron
lifetime spectroscopy. Vacancy clusters containing 6-10 single vacancies were ob-
served immediately after irradiation. With increasing annealing temperature, the
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agglomerates continually grow in size at the expense of their concentration, lead-
ing to the formation of microvoids (> 15 vacancies). Other types of defects were
also present, probably immobile vacancies trapped by impurity atoms and disloca-
tion/loops generated presumably from the collapse of voids during the relatively
high dose irradiation and/or the annealing. The immobile vacancies eventually be-
came movable at around 350 K, supplying the growing clusters and thus leading to
a stabilization in their concentration till around 500 K. With Tann going up from
500 to 700 K, microvoids gradually evaporated, but the dislocation-associated de-
fects were able to survive annealing temperatures as high as 700 K. The void size
and concentration and their evolution have been evaluated and presented based
on both the to date theoretical and experimental studies. The temperature depen-
dence was also observed of positron trapping into vacancy agglomerates of various
sizes. Largely differing from the phenomenon observed on the samples irradiated
at low temperatures, the results on the pure α-iron irradiated at 300 K are helpful
in clarifying what happened in stainless steels used as shielding or vessel mate-
rials usually undergoing irradiation at ambient or high temperatures in nuclear
reactors.
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